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new cylindrique hammer
PAJOT 5 200 C
Further informations
Maximum practical load able to be exerted
on a pile : 247 tons.
Work capacity in a medium ground :
:::: Sheet pile, 700 mm wide, 20 meters double
sheet piles
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Exploitation des Ets A Pajot
We reserve the right to amend specification at any time.
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SHEET PILE THREADER
SINCE
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SHEET PILE THREADER pajot
The PAJOT sheet pile threading system is designed to insert sheet piles into one another easily to form a curtain wall, whatever the weather. They dispense with the need
to post an operator at a height of several meters.
The system is risk-free and easy to set up from the ground. Engagement entails simply
pulling on a rope.
The threading system fits every profile, by simply, changing one part.

SIMPLICITY
The PAJOT threader is a very simple design
and adaptable for any work site.
One wrench size permits all maintenance and
adjusting operations.
SECURITY
The PAJOT thrower replaces ‘’the
perfomer on the flying trapeze’’ one
can sometimes find at the very top
of the piles, several meters high. The
handling of the thrower at ground
level entails no risk.
TIME SAVING
The search of pilling locks coincidence,
the classic way, is long and tedious,
all the more when the pile height is
important. The PAJOT thrower reduces these operations to a simple pull
on a rope end.

All weather operation
Device simplicity and pile preparation permit
to insure engaging under any weather condition.
Adaptation to all piles
Only one adaptor piece needs to be changed
depending on the piles used. Carriage and
clamping vice are the same in all cases.
Safe handling
The PAJOT threader is used in all positions
with respect to sheet. It can be put apart
with a simple pivoting of the clamping vice
the clamping thrower at the bottom of the
pile is associated with a pilot which insures a
safe fastening.
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